ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONTEST
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International English FOX competition
BUNNIES
Primary school, grades 5 & 6. The duration of the competition is 75 minutes.
The answers must reflect the competitors own work and during the competition, no help is allowed.

Good Luck!
3 point questions

1.

Mummy wants to buy ….. bread, ….. eggs, ….. milk and …..newspaper.
A) some, five, some, a
B) some, six, a, a

2.

‘s = is in ….. sentences.
He’s my friend.
It’s 5 o’clock.
His brother’s tall.
B) 3

A) 2
3.

C) any, some, some, a
D) some, an, some, a

She’s got five cats.
My mother’s name’s Fiona.
Michael’s got a new camera.
C) 4
D) 5

The parent of your parent is your ….. .
A) great-grandparent
B) mother or father

4.

C) grandparent
D) old parent

Make a word from the 5th, 2nd, double 18th, 21st, 7th letters of the alphabet.
Put them in the correct order.
C) You can get it at McDonalds’.
D) Every queen has got it.

A) Birds have got them.
B) You need it for school.
5.

Match the halves of the sentences.
1.’Excuse me, …..
2. ‘Sorry, …..
3. ‘Ok, …..
4. ‘Gosh, …..
A) 1b, 2c, 3a, 4d

a. it’s hot in here.’
b. I didn’t want to do that!’
c. I think I can do it.’
d. how much is that?’

B) 1c, 2b, 3d, 4a

C) 1d, 2b, 3c, 4a

6.
A) Oooow!
B) Boohoohooo!
C) Ouch!
D) Yooowl!
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D) 1d, 2b, 3a, 4c

7.

The missing letter to form Easter words is:

A) a
8.

B) o

C) u

Britain is famous for being a nation of animal lovers. The most popular pets British people
keep are:
A) rabbits, hamsters, mice, deer
B) birds, hedgehogs, farm animals

9.

C) cats, dogs, budgerigars, goldfish
D) exotic fish, reptiles, dormice

In A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court, Hank had to make miracles happen:
A) because the King asked him to
B) to show his power to Merlin

10.

D) y

C) to make the people of Camelot believe him
D) to become a good magician

In A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court, the King was ….. the poor conditions at
the peasants’ houses.
A) satisfied with

B) annoyed with

C) shocked by

D) ashamed by
4 point questions

11.

He’s a friend of:
A) them

12.

B) theirs

D) they

C) next

D) on the next

We are going to do it ….. Sunday.
A) on next

13.

C) their

B) in next

The word down is:
A) a very popular sport all over the world.
B) a type of boat that can travel under water.
C) you learn it at school, for example, Maths, English, History.
D) a member of an army.
1) a person whose job is to play a musical instrument.
2) a person who flies an aircraft.
3) a person whose job is to build houses and other buildings.
4) a person whose job is to cut and style people's hair.
5) somebody who produces art, especially paintings and drawings.
6) a person whose job is to fight fires.
7) a person who drives a vehicle.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
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14.

‘Look at this boy! He is …. . It’s great!’
A) standing on his head
B) upside down
C) doing sit-ups
D) hanging

15.

‘It was nice having you with us. Goodbye and ….. !’
A) take care

16.

B) luck

We’re the princesses of pop and we’re here to say,
We wouldn’t want things any other ….. .
Music and dance is what we live for.
Do you like it so far?
Do you want to hear loads ….. .
If you’re tuning in, we want to hear your applause,
Just press play, there is no time to press ….. .
It’s been our dream to sing together,
We know we’ll be friends forever and ….. .
A) play, more, because, ever
B) way, for, pause, clever

17.

B) a television

C) an iron

D) coal

C) dishes

D) shops

DIY is one of favourite British:
A) sports

19.

C) way, more, pause, ever
D) play, for, because, clever

….. is black when you buy it, red when you use it and grey when you throw it away.
A) a blackberry

18.

B) leisure activities

In reference to A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court, the word down is:
a) a kind of building
b) a heavy iron bar
c) opposite to award somebody
d) plenty of people
e) a dark prison in the castle
f) something very lucky for you
g) metal clothing
h) a very poor farmer
i) a soldier in the Middle Ages
j) push a knife into somebody

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

A) an award
B) a competition
C) a punishment
D) a title
20.

D) don’t shout

C) sleep well

h)
i)
j)

In A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s
Court, the King decided to travel in disguise as a peasant throughout the country because
he:
A) wanted to chase the noblemen
B) loved adventure

C) wanted to learn more about is peasants
D) wanted to meet the ogres
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5 point questions

21.

When the dragon used to live in the cave under the Wawel Hill in Cracow, the people lived
….. mortal fear.
A) with

22.

C) under

B) because

C) to

D) since

When you change two letters in the word SUNDAY you can get:
A) the other day of the weekend
B) a shoe for the summer

24.

D) upon

She’s gone to the shopping centre ….. buy a dress.
A) if

23.

B) in

C) the time of day when the sun disappears
D) a piece of music

There are ….. personality adjectives.
HONEST, FRECKLED, NOSY, FAT, TANNED, STUBBORN, SHY, HUNGRY,
LONG-HAIRED, SLIM, EASY-GOING, SELFISH
A) 4
B) 5
C) 6
D) 7

25.

‘Go on!’ – he said ….. . ‘Make a wish!’
A) impatiently

26.

C) 10
D) 11

C) 112 km/h
D) 120 km/h

Musical chairs and pass the parcel are:
A) games
B) musical instruments

29.

D) hesitatingly

The National Speed limit for motorways in Great Britain is:
A) 96 km/h
B) 110 km/h

28.

C) reassuringly

In the MENU there are ….. spelling mistakes.
A) 8
B) 9

27.

B) immediately

C) furniture
D) Post Office service

In A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court, Hank introduced to Camelot:
A) the telegraph, the computer, the typewriter, the washing machine, the train, schools
B) the telegraph, steamboats, the dishwasher, colleges, newspapers, the train
C) the typewriter, the train, the sewing machine, the tractor, steamboats, schools
D) the typewriter, schools, colleges, the sewing machine, the train, steamboats

30.

In A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court, ….. said:
He is sleeping now,
and will sleep for thirteen centuries,
but then he will wake up.
A) the old woman

B) Clarence

C) Merlin
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D) Sir Boss
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